Faculty mentor: Steven O. Roberts

Research supervisor(s) (name, position, email): Michelle Wang, Lab Manager michellewang@stanford.edu

Project topic(s): Social groups, conformity, bias, stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination

Brief description of scientific issues:

Why do we conform to social groups and how early does this tendency emerge? In this study, we’re interested in learning about how children react to others who go against group norms, and are particularly interested in how they react to others who go against gender and race norms.

Skills required:

Ideal candidates will have a strong interest in developmental and/or social psychology and will enjoy working with children. They will also be friendly, reliable, and highly motivated. Previous experience working with children and completion of developmental and/or social psychology courses are preferred but not required.

Skills to be learned:

Data collection, subject recruitment, and coding and managing data.

Contact person (with email): Michelle Wang, michellewang@stanford.edu